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The Bride Prize (Viking Lore, Book 2 5)
Beginning in 789AD, the Vikings raided monasteries, sacked cities and invaded western
Europe. They looted and enslaved their enemies. But that is only part of their story. In long
boats they discovered Iceland and America (both by accident) and also sailed up the Seine to
Paris (which they sacked). They settled from Newfoundland to Russia, founded Dublin and
fought battles as far afield as the Caspian Sea. A thousand years after their demise, traces of
the Vikings remain all the way from North America to Istanbul. They traded walruses with
Inuits, brought Russian furs to Western Europe and took European slaves to Constantinople.
Their graves contain Arab silver, Byzantine silks and Frankish weapons. In this accessible
book, the whole narrative of the Viking story is examined from the eighth to the 11th century.
Arranged thematically, Vikings
A History of the Norse People, examines the Norsemen from
exploration to religion to trade to settlement to weaponry to kingdoms to their demise and
legacy. But today questions remain: what prompted the first Viking raids? What stopped their
expansion? And how much of the tales of murder, rape and pillage is myth?
Alphabetically listed entries identify and explain the characters, events, and important places of
Norse mythology.
These stories are old, old as the Behmer Wold and seldom in life has there been such a
brewing... Cycles of Norse Mythology captures the passion, cruelty, and heroism of an ancient
world. Encompassing Odin’s relentless pursuit of wisdom across the nine worlds, Gullveig’s
malicious death at the hands of the Æsir that sparks a brutal war with the Vanir, Thor’s battles
against the giants of Jotunheim, the tragedy of Volund, the many devious machinations of Loki,
and the inescapable events of Ragnar k, this lyrical re-imagining of the Norse myths presents
the gripping adventures of the Norse gods and their foes in a style to delight modern readers of
all ages. A detailed glossary provides a quick reference to the meaning behind names and
terms used in the book. A Source Reference is included for persons who want to delve deeper
into the study of Norse mythology.
A warrior bride in the Viking's bed... A hot-tempered redhead with a talent for sword craft, Lara
Ottarsdotter has seen off many an unwanted suitor! Then the Viking warlord Finn Egilsson
comes seeking vengeance on a mutual enemy, and Lara's despairing father offers him a
bounty of ships and swords. The price? Finn must take Lara as his wife. Finn has no wish to
endure marriage again, yet his reluctant bride fires his blood with one passionate kiss. Her
courage means she will never yield in battle, but soon all he wants is her ultimate, willing
surrender--in the marriage bed! Victorious Vikings No man could defeat them. Two women
would defy them! "Nobody does Vikings as well as Fulford." --RT Book Reviews on Defiant in
the Viking's Bed
Surrender to the Viking
Sent as the Viking's Bride
Cycles of Norse Mythology
Wedding Cakes and Cultural History
The Pagan's Prize
The Last Viking

A Viking maiden destined for the battlefield...in bed with her captor! As a female
warrior, Dagmar Kolbeinndottar knows she's not meant for marriage and a family.
Until she's kidnapped by Celtic warlord Aedan mac Connall, who has been
tasked with returning Dagmar to her estranged father. Fighting her father's orders
to marry, Dagmar declares she will take no one but her abductor, expecting
Aedan to refuse...but he's intent on making her his bride!
The wedding cake is one of the most extraordinary of the familiar objects of the
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Western world. In this unique contribution to the anthropology of food, Simon
Charsley traces its fascinating history, from late medieval feasts and rites,
through the Victorian wedding breakfast and into the present. He shows that the
wedding cake provides a vivid illustration of the traditions and traditional values
inherent in all food and demonstrates the part that material culture plays in the
process of change.
Here are thirty-two classic myths that bring the Viking world vividly to life. The
mythic legacy of the Scandinavians includes a cycle of stories filled with
magnificent images from pre-Christian Europe. Gods, humans, and monstrous
beasts engage in prodigious drinking bouts, contests of strength, greedy
schemes for gold, and lusty encounters. The Norse pantheon includes Odin, the
wisest and most fearsome of the gods; Thor, the thundering powerhouse; and the
exquisite, magic-wielding Freyja. Their loves, wars, and adventures take us
through worlds both mortal and divine, culminating in a blazing doomsday for
gods and humans alike. These stories bear witness to the courage, passion, and
boundless spirit that were hallmarks of the Norse world.
A runic inscription on a Norse altar ring. A falsely convicted father serving a life
sentence. A son determined to clear his father's name at any cost. A classic
mystery.
His Captive Bride
A Yuletide Kiss
Wisconsin Library Bulletin
Tales of the Aesir Gods
Complete Price List of the Public Library of Minnesota
Defiant in the Viking's Bed
A hunky alien from a barbaric race. A human so desperate to flee her
planet that she enrols in the Vikingr mail order bride program. What
could possibly go wrong? The Earth is a desolate wasteland, taken over
by space snakes determined to kill off humankind one woman at a time.
However, there is one option in order to be free of the wretched place:
agree to become a mail order bride for the fierce breed of Vikingr aliens.
Tora is so desperate to leave the treacherous planet that she signs up to
marry an alien that she has never actually met. Ragnex is just happy to
finally be involved in something more than work. It seems like a good
idea to Tora at first-even if the Vikingr have a certain reputation for
being a brutal race. Known throughout the universe as fierce and battlehungry, it is a ruse that these aliens are determined to keep in order to
protect their planet from further plundering. But, can Tora chip away at
Ragnex's harsh exterior to find the man beneath the beast? If you desire
a happily ever after with unbelievably hot alien Vikings, no cheating, and
steamy sex scenes then grab your copy today. Scroll up and one-click
your copy now! ***Previously listed during preorder under the title Sold
to the Alien Viking*** This is the first book in the 'Galactic Vikings'
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Series. Book 1: Sold to the Alien Viking Book 2: Desired by the Alien
Viking Book 3: Ravished by the Alien Viking Book 4: Charmed by the
Alien Viking Galactic Union Series Book 1: Taken by an Alien Book 2:
Tormented by an Alien Book 3: Seduced by an Alien Book 4: Stolen by
Aliens (Coming Soon) Also in this universe: Stolen and Seduced
anthology Captured and Captivated anthology Alien Embrace anthology
My Area 51 Alien Prize Galactic Women Series Book 1: Craving Her
Feared warrior Brand Bjornson has finally got what he's striven
for--lands of his own, granted to him by his king. But his new estate,
Breckon, holds more than a few surprises--not least the intriguingly
beautiful Edith, former Lady of Breckon. Proud Edith refuses to abandon
her lands to the mercy of Viking invaders, and impressed by her courage,
Brand agrees she can stay. He has one condition--that she should
become his concubine!
With his family lost to illness, Tarr leaves the only home he's ever
known with nothing but a dream-to sail across the North Sea to the
mysterious lands in the west. In order to earn a spot on his Jarl's voyage,
he must compete against his fellow Northmen in games of strength and
skill. But when he learns that the prize for winning the competition is the
hand of the dark-haired beauty he met only days ago, will he be forced to
choose between his dreams and his heart? Eyva wants nothing more than
to train as a shieldmaiden, but her parents refuse, hoping to yoke her to
their Northland farm forever. When they put her up as the bride prize for
their village's festivities, she fears she will never escape the fate of a
grueling life on her parents' farm. But Tarr's longing gaze and soft kisses
just might give her the courage to fight for herself-and for their budding
love.
Consumed by revenge—and desire! Captured by his enemy and chained
like a dog, Leif Egilsson has one thought in his mind: revenge. He'll no
longer be beguiled by the treacherous beauty of Lady Astrid, and her
innocence, which he so craved, will finally be his. On his escape, this
fierce, proud Viking is bent on making her pay the price of her
betrayal—in his bed! Only, Astrid has the heart of a warrior, and she will
not be tamed as easily as he believes⋯. Victorious Vikings No man could
defeat them. Three women would defy them!
Norse Mythology A to Z
The Viking's Defiant Bride
The Edda (Norse Mythology)
Viking's Prize
Heathen Lore and Philosophy
Paying the Viking's Price
'The Last Viking is a masterful and pulse-pounding narrative that transports the
reader into the middle of the action.' Carl Gnam, Military Heritage Harald
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Sigurdsson burst into history as a teenaged youth in a Viking battle from which
he escaped with little more than his life and a thirst for vengeance. But from
these humble origins, he became one of Norway's most legendary kings. The
Last Viking is a fast-moving narrative account of the life of King Harald
Hardrada, as he journeyed across the medieval world, from the frozen
wastelands of the North to the glittering towers of Byzantium and the passions
of the Holy Land, until his warrior death on the battlefield in England. Combining
Norse sagas, Byzantine accounts, Anglo-Saxon chronicles, and even King
Harald's own verse and prose into a single, compelling story, Don Hollway
vividly depicts the violence and spectacle of the late Viking era and delves into
the dramatic events that brought an end to almost three centuries of Norse
conquest and expansion.
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Historical Fantasy Romance, M/M,
gods, shape-shifters] Jarl Radulfr is a warrior, the chieftain of his people. It is his
duty to protect and fight for them. But duty comes at a price. Radulfr has no one
to call his own. When his clan is attacked, he accepts a bride in a peace-pledge
to avoid war with a neighboring clan. He doesn't know until he arrives that the
bride he has come to claim is a man. His betrothed is not what he expected, but
Radulfr has sworn upon his honor to accept the peace-pledge. It doesn't hurt
that Ein is pretty damn cute. Radulfr decides to accept things as they are and
begins to take Ein home. But there are those that don't want them to reach
home—gods, mercenaries, and the man who started the war in the first place.
Radulfr and Ein will have to use all of their wits, and the growing bond between
them, to keep themselves alive because gifts from the gods come at a price. ** A
Siren Erotic Romance
Immerse yourself in the dangerous, fascinating, and awesome world of Norse
heroes, monsters, gods, and goddesses, from Thor and Loki to Odin, Frey, and
many more! Get to know the stories behind your favorite Norse heroes, gods,
and villains with this in-depth introduction to Norse mythology. Learn all about
how Thor got his hammer Mjölnir, or the cunning and mischievous adventures of
the trickster Loki. Discover fantastical creatures, fearsome monsters, and epic
battles—all from ancient Scandinavia—with stories including: Thor and the Clay
Giant The Death of Baldr Loki’s Dangerous Children And more! Plus, in addition
to the mythical tales, you’ll also learn what daily life was like for Vikings and how
they fought. This book is more than just a collection of gods and goddesses, it’s
the perfect collection of Nordic and Viking trivia for any kid who loves to learn
about history or for fans of Marvel movies!
This is only part one of the Book of Heathen, I did not include the survival
portion to make the print version a little cheaper.
The Warrior's Viking Bride
Honor Bound [Viking Lore 1]
The True Story of King Harald Hardrada
The Norse Myths
Enthralled
Legendary Warriors of the Land and Sea
Over one thousand years ago, kingdoms across Europe were changed forever as the Vikings
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sailed in. Prepare here to board an iconic Norse ship and be transported into the battles, the
legacies, and the everyday lives of these intrepid warriors. From buried treasure to noble
laws, to murderouos myths: this the story of the Vikings. The Vikings were the original
explorers with a legacy going back to 800 AD. Popular culture thinks the 1600s was the Age
of Discovery when Europe discovered the Americas. Did you know some of the most exciting
days of seafaring expansion took place close to a thousand years before that when a group
of seafaring Scandinavians departed their homelands for the British Isles, seeking great
power and prosperity at all costs? For the next three centuries, the daring voyagers pillaged
and plundered their way to a vast kingdom, and in the process, developed new trade routes,
spreading everything from commerce to art to language from the Far East to the New World.
The pages of this book will take you into the Norseman's universe - their daily lives and
ritual deaths. We’ll explore the magical mythology of the Norse gods, go behind-the-scenes
of the hit History series Vikings, and examine their lasting legacy on the today's world. We
even cover pop culture too — much of Game of Thrones was based on the vikings (and
countless other shows and movies too). Here, in these richly illustrated pages, is everything
you need to know about the medieval warriors of the sea.
"Originally published under the title Timeless" She's swept away to a hidden island paradise
filled with pleasures... and secrets. Abducted from a trade fair by a mysterious warrior, Lady
Avril de Varennes awakens on Asgard Island, an enchanted paradise cloaked in mists and
mystery, kept secret from the world for centuries. Against her will, Avril weds her arrogant
captor, Hauk Valbrand--even as she vows to escape. Hauk believes himself beyond the
reach of love, until his fiery captive bride begins to melt his heart of ice. But soon he must
reveal the stunning truth about Asgard and its people--and Hauk and Avril must choose
between love and honor, duty and desire... now and forever. "An utterly absorbing read!
With its richly drawn characters, powerful conflict and vividly imagined setting, HIS CAPTIVE
BRIDE is a romantic fantasy lover's dream. When it comes to sweeping, sizzling historical
romance, Shelly Thacker is a shining star!" -"New York Times" bestselling author Lara Adrian
"Five hearts (highest rating). An involving, beautiful story. I thought about the characters
often at work, at the grocery store, in my car-wherever I was until I could get back to the
book. A definite keeper." -TheRomanceReader.com "Powerful. From the very first page
you're whisked away to a world where anything is possible." -"The Atlanta JournalConstitution" Sizzling paranormal romance from the bestselling author "Publishers Weekly"
hails as "innovative" and "exciting." A full-length novel of 100,000 words Adult content:
explicit love scenes Originally published by Dell under the title "Timeless" This expanded
Author's Preferred Edition paperback includes additional scenes never before published. The
Stolen Brides Series: One falls through time and finds herself married to a dark stranger...
one may never reach her royal wedding if she can't resist her rugged protector... one is
abducted by a mysterious swordsman and swept away to a secret island paradise. Three
regal brides are about to discover that falling in love with a warrior is the most dangerous
adventure of all.
“From the fury of the Northmen, good Lord deliver us.” – Anonymous monk, Noirmoutier,
France, 9th century AD Beginning in 789AD, the Vikings raided monasteries, sacked cities
and invaded western Europe. They looted and enslaved their enemies. But that is only part
of their story. In long boats they discovered Iceland and America (both by accident) and also
sailed up the Seine to Paris (which they sacked). They settled from Newfoundland to Russia,
founded Dublin and fought battles as far afield as the Caspian Sea. A thousand years after
their demise, traces of the Vikings remain all the way from North America to Istanbul. They
traded walruses with Inuits, brought Russian furs to Western Europe and took European
slaves to Constantinople. Their graves contain Arab silver, Byzantine silks and Frankish
weapons. In this accessible book, the whole narrative of the Viking story is examined from
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the eighth to the eleventh centuries. Arranged thematically, Vikings: A History of the Norse
People examines the Norsemen from exploration to religion to trade to settlement to
weaponry to kingdoms to their demise and legacy. But today questions remain: what
prompted the first Viking raids? What stopped their expansion? And how much of the tales
of murder, rape and pillage is myth? Illustrated with more than 200 photographs, maps and
artworks, Vikings: A History of the Norse People is an expertly written account of a people
who have long captured the popular imagination.
Kimbery from "The Shipwreck" gets her own story! From USA Today bestselling author
Glynnis Campbell...A half-Viking shieldmaiden has until Yuletide to choose a bridegroom…or
one will be chosen for her. Half-Viking shieldmaiden Kimbery of Rivenloch has until Yuletide
to choose a bridegroom…or one will be chosen for her. But when the barbarian Brude the
Brutal travels to claim his betrothed, he finds himself bewitched instead by a runaway bride.
A RIVENLOCH CHRISTMAS A Wee Holiday Tale Length: 12,000 words = 47 pages Rating: Rrated for passionate passages In This Series The Warrior Maids of Rivenloch 9th Century –
THE SHIPWRECK (a novella) 9th Century – A YULETIDE KISS (a short story) 1136 – LADY
DANGER 1136 – CAPTIVE HEART 1136 – KNIGHT'S PRIZE Key Themes: Viking historical
romance, adventure stories, strong women, Scottish brides, ancient Picts, barbarian warrior,
shieldmaiden, women warriors, runaway bride, virgin, brothers, stories with humor More
Historical Romances by Glynnis Campbell The Warrior Maids of Rivenloch THE SHIPWRECK (a
novella) A YULETIDE KISS (a short story) LADY DANGER CAPTIVE HEART KNIGHT'S PRIZE The
Knights of de Ware THE HANDFASTING (a novella) MY CHAMPION MY WARRIOR MY HERO
Medieval Outlaws THE REIVER (a novella) DANGER'S KISS PASSION'S EXILE DESIRE'S
RANSOM Scottish Lasses THE OUTCAST (a novella) MacFARLAND'S LASS MacADAM'S LASS
MacKENZIE'S LASS California Legends NATIVE GOLD NATIVE WOLF NATIVE HAWK
Book One in the Galactic Vikings Mail Order Bride Series
The Vikings: Who Were The Vikings? Enter The Viking Age & Discover The Facts, Sagas,
Norse Mythology, Legends, Battles & More
A Young Reader's Companion
Viking Lore
The Unwanted Bride, Book 7
Who's who of Pulitzer Prize Winners

Northumbria, 867 A.D. Beautiful and courageous, the Lady Elgiva
is as great a prize as the land the Viking conqueror now
controls. Earl Wulfrum has taken her home, and now he will take
her as his unwilling bride. Wulfrum is a legendary warrior, but
the strong–willed Elgiva proves the greatest challenge he has
ever faced. Yet her response to his touch tells him she feels
the all–consuming heat as much as he. Their passionate battle
can end only one way in the marriage bed!
This fascinating new book reveals the origins of the
Vikings—from Thor and Leif Erikson to Loki and the Valkyries—and
the tales that have influenced our own lives. For thousands of
years, Vikings have held a storied place in our culture—their
distinct appearance, their mighty longships, their reputation
for causing death and destruction. But who were these strange
and mysterious folk? The Book of Viking Myths retells the
stories of the Viking people, with myths of their gods and
goddesses, monsters, and great heroes. From tales of the
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beautiful and powerful Freyja, to the gold-toothed Heimdallr, to
the wolf Fenrir, Peter Archer explores all the figures and tales
that make up Norse mythology. Along with these legends of
seafaring, dwarves, giants, and the exploits of Thor, you will
also discover the influences that Viking culture has had on our
own lives. It’s a true exploration of Nordic culture—and a
glimpse into the history and lore of these fabled Nordic
warriors.
Northumbria, 867 A.D. Beautiful and courageous, the Lady Elgiva
is as great a prize as the land the Viking conqueror now
controls. Earl Wulfrum has taken her home, and now he will take
her—as his unwilling bride. Wulfrum is a legendary warrior, but
the strong-willed Elgiva proves the greatest challenge he has
ever faced. Yet her response to his touch tells him she feels
the all-consuming heat as much as he. Their passionate battle
can end only one way—in the marriage bed!
Alphabetically listed entries identify and explain the
characters, events, important places, and other aspects of Norse
mythology.
The Norse Mythology: In the Days of Giants
The Viking Series
The Viking's Skull
Recommended Literature
Rescued by the Alien Viking
The Untold History of the Vikings

Beset by prophetic dreams since the time she was a child, Elienor knew the
Norsemen would storm Brouillard castle--she saw it in a dream. She saw the
death of many. And she saw him--the golden-haired Viking who would claim her
for his prize... Jarl Alarik Tryggvason sought revenge against the French count
for reneging on a bargain; what he got was a dark-haired beauty with violet
eyes. Beguiled by her fiery spirit, she arouses him, body and soul... but in a land
full of strife, Alarik risks everything to love the woman whose dreams hold their
future in thrall. Please note: Based on a true story, this novel reflects a
sometimes harsh Viking culture.
Mythology is interesting as well as complicated. It becomes even more intricate
when the narrators and their opinions are many and do not seem to converge at
some point. This is however, one side of the picture. Mythology can be worth
considering if one follows it with concentration and an evaluative approach. This
book unveils all those significant features of Viking mythology, which can be
interesting as well as elaborative for your knowledge about the Vikings and
their ancient tales. The major theme of the book is to break all those incorrect
views, which have traveled across the various areas of Viking mythology.
42 thrilling folktales include "Dapplegrim," "Tatterhood," "The Werewolf," "Such
Women Are," "The Three Dogs," "Temptations," "The Magician's Pupil," "Legend
of Tannhäuser," "The Outlaw," "ThePage
Widow's
Son," "The Three Sisters Trapped in
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a Mountain," "The Blue Belt," "The Seven Ravens," and "The Goatherd" (source of
the Rip van Winkle story).
Musaicum Books presents to you a meticulously edited collection of Norse
Mythology. This ebook has been designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Content: The Beginning of
Things How Odin Lost His Eye Kvasir's Blood The Giant Builder The Magic
Apples Skadi's Choice The Dwarf's Gifts Loki's Children The Quest of the
Hammer The Giantess Who Would Not Thor's Visit to the Giants Thor's Fishing
Thor's Duel In the Giant's House Balder and the Mistletoe The Punishment of
Loki
The Source and the Study of the Mythology of the North
From the Voyages of Leif Erikson to the Deeds of Odin, the Storied History and
Folklore of the Vikings
The Bride Prize
Popular Tales from Norse Mythology
James Joyce and the Politics of Desire
The Beginning of Things, How Odin Lost His Eye, Loki's Children, Thor's Duel, In
the Giant's House, the Punishment of Loki
This title, first published in 1990, offers a feminist and psychoanalytic reassessment of the Joycean
canon in the wake of Freud, Lacan, and Kristeva. The author centres her discussion of Ulysses,
Dubliners, A Portrait of the Artist, Finnegans Wake, and Exiles around questions of desire and
language and the politics of sexual difference. Suzette Henke’s radical "re-vision" of Joyce’s work
is a striking example of the crucial role feminist theory can play in contemporary evaluation of
canonical texts. As such it will be welcomed by feminists and students of literature alike.
She’s the wife he doesn’t want… …and the woman he needs! Desperate to escape her murderous
brother-in-law and protect her young sister, Ragnhild agrees to marry an unknown warrior, and
arrives penniless on his remote island. Only, Gunnar Olafson’s belief in love died with his
family—he does not want a bride! But as yuletide approaches, Ragnhild transforms his isolated
existence. Can she melt her Viking warrior’s frozen heart? “Styles’ attention to detail will
captivate readers, as will her powerful characters and elaborate plots” RT Book Reviews on The
Warrior’s Viking Bride by Michelle Styles “Styles delves into the powerful psychological forces of
doubt and distrust masterfully, keeping me turning the pages, and delivering a wonderfully
satisfying ending” Goodreads on The Warrior’s Viking Bride by Michelle Styles
List Pulitzer Prize winners in thirty-nine different categories, arranged chronologically, with
biographical and career information, selected works, other awards, and a brief commentary, along
with material on Pulitzer.
The bold Viking warrior Rurik traveled alone on a mission of conquest. But along the way a
golden-haired captive inflamed him with longing. He took up his sword to defend her...and then
swore to claim her for his own. A beautiful Russian princess betrayed by treachery, Zora spurned
the powerful man who held her prisoner-and vowed never to yield. He had been sent as a spy to
pave the way for her people's surrender. But his furious hunger for her heated touch-and her
aching need for his burning caress-led to a fiery passion that was a greater prize than any
kingdom.
Vikings
Introduction to Norse Mythology for Kids
A Warrior Maids of Rivenloch short story
Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve
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The Book of Viking Myths
A History of the Norse People
The Edda is a thoroughly researched study on the Norse mythology
through the analysis of an Old Norse work of literature written in
Iceland during the early 13th century. Edda is considered the fullest
and most detailed source for modern knowledge of Norse mythology.
Scholarly approach and conducted research have allowed the author to
determine the age of the different versions of various myths.
In 700 AD, a tribe of warriors left their homeland and struck out for
glory & conquest.., They came to take no prisoners. Their eerie horns
made a distinctive sound, and their fearsome longboats struck from out
of nowhere.. The Vikings, their History & Mythology fascinates many
because it speaks to something within us: The fight to succeed and to
grow stronger. Make no mistake, these were not nice people, but much
of their legacy was not just about pillaging and destruction. In this
book, History Brought Alive reveals new insights into The Vikings.
Join us on a rampage through their history, culture, myths and more!
Blending historical accounts, tales and mythology. This is the
definitive guide to the life and times of the Vikings. See into the
lives of these legendary people, the impact that they had on medieval
society and beyond. In this book you will discover; Common
Misunderstandings About The Vikings The Viking Diet - Discover The
Energy Source Of The Epic Warriors Runestones - Meanings & Opening a
Gateway to Ancient Viking Civilization Famous Battles including The
Legendary Battle of Stamford Bridge in 1066 Language of The Vikings Old Norse Language Throughout History Viking Longships - How The
Norsemen Ruled the Waves Traditions, Culture & Rituals - Births,
Weddings & The Complex Way The Viking’s Responded to Death Viking Gods
& Goddesses - Loki The Trickster, Thor God of Thunder & More What
Happened to The Vikings & Why did They Disappear? And much, much
more.. The Viking era may have ended, but their legacy lives on. And
if you want to find out more about The Vikings then this isThe Book
for You
He is bound by honor... Eirik is eager to plunder the treasures of the
fabled lands to the west in order to secure the future of his village.
The one thing he swears never to do is claim possession over another
human being. But when he journeys across the North Sea to raid the
holy houses of Northumbria, he encounters a dark-haired beauty,
Laurel, who stirs him like no other. When his cruel cousin tries to
take Laurel for himself, Eirik breaks his oath in an attempt to
protect her. He claims her as his thrall. But can he claim her heart,
or will Laurel fall prey to the devious schemes of his enemies? She
has the heart of a warrior... Life as an orphan at Whitby Abbey hasn't
been easy, but Laurel refuses to be bested by the backbreaking work
and lecherous advances she must endure. When Viking raiders storm the
abbey and take her captive, her strength may finally fail herespecially when she must face her fear of water at every turn. But
under Eirik's gentle protection, she discovers a deeper bravery within
herself-and a yearning for her golden-haired captor that she shouldn't
harbor. Torn between securing her freedom or giving herself to her
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Viking master, will fate decide for her-and rip them apart forever?
A bundle of three audiobooks about the Viking history and mythology.
Book One: This audiobook is an in-depth look at the Viking Age, and
the deeds and daily lives of these ancient, sometimes mysterious
people. The Vikings of Scandinavia were heroic, adventurous, and often
barbaric, but there can be no debate that they were also a people with
big aspirations. Viking culture is still a topic of interest today,
and this offers an insight into just how enduring their legacy is.
Book Two: In this audiobook, Norse Mythology: A Concise Guide to the
Gods, Heroes, Sagas, Rituals, and Beliefs of Norse Mythology, the
listener will be transported to the ancient customs of beliefs of the
ancient Vikings of the North. This audiobook is dedicated to exploring
the gods and goddesses that the Norse worshiped. Book Three: The Tale
of a Viking Warrior King delves into the mystery surrounding the
Viking warrior who conquered European nations and became a king in his
own right. Over nine centuries after the death of this great warrior,
ancient poems, songs, and sagas about him still remain today. This
audiobook considers the facts as we know them, the myths attributed to
Ragnar, and the way this iconic heathen from the North continues to
impact modern culture today.
Norse Gods, Goddesses, Vikings, and Myths
A Fun Collection of the Greatest Heroes, Monsters, and Gods in Norse
and Viking Myth
Viking History 3 in 1
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